
BENEFITS
clinical value benefits with BiopSee®

WHAT EXPERTS SAY
highest precision
state of the art fusion biopsy
easy to use system

Stereotactic Targeted Prostate Biopsy
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 Intuitive, simple, fast learning, precise workflow
 Improve the diagnostic accuracy with MRI/PET/US fused biopsies
 Eliminate the risk of missing pathologies on systematic biopsies
 Accurate navigation to suspicious areas
 Monitor and follow-up the patients
 Therapy support
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 Focal Therapy with needles (nanoknife, cryotherapy)
 Interface to HIFU & brachytherapy
 PCNL treatment
 Ideal for re-biopsy of active surveillance patients
 Importing data from Watson Elementary® for auto-detecting lesion locations
 Full DICOM bi-directional transfer
 Full PACS connectivity
 Unrestricted freehand navigation with easy & continuous registration adjustment

BiopSee® offers a variety of options:

Prof. Dr. Hadaschik, Heidelberg, Germany
Simply gives you the best prostate biopsy in the world: This system allows for exceptionally precise 
biopsies in a very easy way. In addition to integrating MRI data, it captures every sample location in all 
3 dimensions. Thus we can attribute to each biopsy sample and/or positive finding its aggressiveness 
and exact location.

Prof. Dr. Tunn, Offenbach, Germany
The perfect tool to pinpoint lesions and treat them: Focal therapy depends entirely on the possibility 
to exactly localize and hit cancerous lesions in the prostate. Under certain circumstances some
patients can be diagnosed and be treated focally in the same session. BiopSee® is the perfect tool to 
achieve this.

Dr. Kastner, Cambridge, UK
State-of-the-art biopsy without any barriers: The beauty of BiopSee® is that it makes state-of-the-art 
prostate biopsies accessible to any urologist and therefore to any patient up and down the country.

Dr. Fernando Gómez Sancha, Madrid, Spain
Biopsee® is an easy-to-use system: It is fast and extremely precise. It has changed completely our
vision of prostatic cancer diagnosis. There is no way back. It has become an indispensable tool of
decision making process. I think that all urologists in Spain should use it. 

Dr. Antonio Celia, Dr. Calogero Cicero, Bassano del Grappa, Italy
Fusion biopsy comes true: BiopSee® and Watson Elementary® are two exceptional devices working in
synergy, improving the accuracy of biopsy and prostate cancer staging, and lay the ground for focal therapy.
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 THE COMPLETE PROSTATE SOLUTION

MRI/PET Fusion Imaging
TRUS or Transperineal
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Precisely place nanoknife or cryo needles  

BIOPSEE®

bringing precision to diagnosis and
treatment without changing your daily routine

SEAMLESS WORKFLOW
integrate Biopsee® in the 
daily clinical routine

3D SCAN

IDENTIFY
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FUSE

TREAT

Reconstruct the 3D model of the prostate with 
your US probe (freehand or with stepper)

Fuse rigidly or elastically MRI/PET 
with US and use both modalities 
to accurately and safely locate the 
suspicious areas

 Transperineal (TP): precision and reproducibility with tracked stepper
 Transrectal (TRUS): freehand approach, flexible, fast and effective
 Transabdominal (TA): freehand PCNL & kidney biopsies

 

Plan needle placement on suspicious areas. 
Perform automatic systematic biopsy or use 
your preferred biopsy model

BiopSee® guides you under 
continuous US imaging to 
the desired position

PCNL treatment

Plan nanoknife
or cryotherapy
needles

Precisely place 
treatment needles

Export data to HiFU

Export data to Seeds/
HDR brachytherapy 
for treating the 
diagnosed area

Mark the 
pathological
areas for active 
surveillance

BiopSee® collaborates with Watson
Elementary® to import analysis data 
identifying suspicious areas

BiopSee® imports DICOM RT-struct from any
radiology software to precisely read-in the 
borders of the prostate and the lesions as 
drawn by the radiologist. Alternatively, use its 
intuitive contouring modes to delineate fast and 
accurate organs and lesions to be investigated

Compatible with your standard ultrasound (brachy, bi- tri-plane, end-fire
or abdominal transducer) or with integrated US in an all-in-one device

BiopSee® is an integrated system with state-of-the-art software for
ultrasound acquisition // fusion imaging // rigid and elastic fusion //  
planning // navigation // treatment // reporting

Clinical workfl ow
Scan & Fuse
elastic fusion 
US with MRI/PET

Plan
the desired 
needle positions

Navigate
high accuracy by 
continuous US 
monitoring

Treat
interface to HIFU, 
cryotherapy, 
brachytherapy, 
nanoknife

Identify
lesions
on MRI/PET


